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For every fixed real number * related to the continuous spectrum of the invariant
Laplacians
2:;=4(1&|z| 2) { :
n
i, j=1
($ij&zi z j)
2
zj z j
+: :
n
j=1
z j

z j
+; :
n
j=1
z j

z j
&:;=
in Bn, we characterize the eigenfunctions of 2:; that are Poisson integrals of
L2-functions on the boundary of Bn. These eigenfunctions occurred in the weighted
Plancherel formula of the unit complex ball. (See Zhang, Studia Math. 102 (2)
(1992), for the weighted Plancherel formula in the ball.) The obtained characteriza-
tion generalizes our announced result in Boussejra and Intissar, C. R. Acad. Sci. 315
(1992), 13531357, for the Bergman Laplacian 200 of the unit complex ball to the
Laplacians 2:; , for arbitrary :, ; in R.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let Bn=[z # Cn; |z|<1] be the unit complex ball of Cn with the
Lebesgue measure dm(z) and let Bn=[| # Cn; |||=1] be the unit sphere
of Cn with the normalized measure d_(|) on it.
Then for given :, ; real numbers, we consider the Laplacians 2:; on Bn
2:;=4(1&|z|2) { :
n
i, j=1
($ij&z iz j)
2
zi z j
+: :
n
j=1
zj

zj
+; :
n
j=1
z j

z j
&:;= ,
(1.1)
where $ij denotes the Kronecker symbol.
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The above family of the Laplacians 2:; has been considered by many
authors. For n=1, Maass [15] was the first to introduce them in his
investigation on Eisenstein series on the Poincare half plane which is
analytically isomorphic to the unit disk B1. Elstrod [8] and Patterson
[16] discussed the spectral theory of these operators 2:; in connection
with discrete subgroups of SU(1, 1). Also, for n2, Geller in [10] intro-
duced such Laplacians 2:; to discuss the H p-theory of Hardy spaces on the
Heisenberg group and Graham [11] has given a precise description of the
associated Dirichlet problem on Bn. More recently Aherns et al. [1] have
studied the M-harmonic spaces associated to the Laplacians 2:; given
in (1.1).
However, the operators 2:, ; given by (1.1) can be considered actually as
Casimir operators on the ball Bn with respect to the following (projective)
representation T :; of the group SU(n, 1)=Aut(Bn) on functions of the
ball Bn:
[T :;(g) F](z)=(det(g&1)$ (z))&:(n+1) (det(g&1)$ (z))&;(n+1) F(g&1 } z).
(1.2)
Also, we should mention that the operators 2:; are closely related to the
Plancherel formula of the universal covering group of SU(n, 1) (see
Shimeno [20]).
In this paper, our interest on these Laplacians is to discuss, in the
sense of R. Strichartz [21], the L2-‘‘concrete’’ spectral theory of the
Laplacians 2:; in the weighted Hilbert space L2:;(B
n)=
L2(Bn, (1&|z|2)&(:+;+n)&1 dm(z)) and mainly to characterize the
L2(Bn)-range of the generalized Poisson transform P:;* associated to the
Laplacians 2:; on Bn.
Now, to state the main result of this paper, let us introduce some
notations. Namely, for :, ; real numbers (i.e., :, ; in R) we define the
generalized Poisson transform P:;* acting on functions f in L
2(Bn) by:
[P:;* f ](z)=|
B n
P:;* (*, z, |) f (|) d_(|) z # B
n, f # L2(Bn)
(1.3)
P:;* (*, z, |)=_ 1&|z|
2
|1&(z, |) | 2&
(i*+n+:+;)2
(1&(z, |) ): (1&(z, |) );.
Thus using the above notations, we can state the main result of this paper
as follows:
Theorem. Let * be a non-zero real number (i.e., * # R"[0]). Then a
C-valued function F(z) on Bn satisfying 2:; F=&(*2+(:+;+n)2) F is in
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the range of the Poisson transform P:;* for some f in L
2(Bn) (i.e., f =P:;* f )
if and only if
&F&2
*
=sup
t>0 _
1
t |d(0, z)<t |F(z)|
2 d+:;(z)&<+
where d(0, z)= 12 log(1+|z|1&|z| ) is the Bergman distance from the origin
0 to z in Bn.
Furthermore, for every f in L2(Bn) the following estimates hold,
#1 |C :;(*)| & f &L 2(B n) &P:;* f &*
#2 \1+|:&;|+|*|+ 1|*|+ & f &L2(Bn) (1.4)
where #1 and #2 are positive constants depending only on the dimension and
where
C:;(*)=
2 (n+:+;+i*)1(n) 1(i*)
1 \n+:&;+i*2 + 1 \
n+;&:+i*
2 +
is analogous of the c-function of HarishChandra.
Remark 1.1. The obtained characterization in the above theorem
generalizes to arbitrary real numbers :, ; the characterization that we have
given for PoissonSzego integrals in our announced note [3] which corre-
sponds to the case :=;=0. Now, returning to the generalized Poisson
kernels given by (1.3), it is not difficult to show by direct computation that
these kernels constitute a fundamental family of eigenfunctions of 2:; from
which we can build, in the sense of Strichartz [21], an L2-concrete spectral
theory of 2:; in the Hilbert space L2:;(B
n). Namely, any function F in
L2:;(B
n) can be written as an orthogonal sum of the type
F=|
+
&
P:;* F d* :
0k<(|:&;|&n)2
R:;k F,
where P:;* F and R
:;
k F satisfy the eigenfunction equations
2:; P:;* =&h(*) P
:;
* * # R
2:; R:;k F=&h(*k) R
:;
k F *k=i(2k+n&|:&;| )
with h(*)=(*2+(:+;+n)2).
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Here, the operators P:;* are related to the FourierHelgason transform
F (*, |)=|
B n
F(z) P:;* (*, z, |) d+:;(z) (1.5)
by
(P:;* F )(z)=|C
:;(*)|&2 |
Bn
P:;* (*, z, |) F (*, |) d_(|) (1.6)
and they are as the orthogonal projectors R:;k integrals operators on B
n
with explicit Schwartz kernels given in terms of Jacobi functions (see
Section 4). Furthermore the weighted Plancherel formula associated to the
spectrum of 2:; in L2:;(B
n) can be written as follows:
&F&2L 2(B n)=|
+
&
|
B n
|F (*, |)| 2 |C:;(*)| &2 d* d_(|)
+ :
0k<(|:&;| &n)2
&R:;k F&2L 2(B n) . (1.7)
(See [22] as well as Remark 2.2 in Section 2.)
Remark 1.2. For the case *=0, we have a substitute of the above result
provided that \(:&;)  2Z++[n] (see Theorem 2, Section 4) and for
the case of *=0 with \(:&;) # 2Z++[n] we refer to [5] for a detailed
discussion.
Remark 1.3. Before giving the outline of the organization of our paper,
we have to mention to the reader that the hard part in proving our result
is to show that the norm &P:;* f &* is finite for every f in L
2(Bn). Indeed,
the right hand side of the estimate (1.4) is closely related to Strichartz
conjecture on Jacobi functions (see Conjecture 5.4 in [21]).
In this paper we will turn around Strichartz’s conjecture by discussing
the uniform-L2(Bn) boundedness of a family Q:;r (*) (r # [0, 1[) of superfi-
cial Poisson integrals related to the Poisson transform P:;* (see Theorem A
in Section 5).
Now we give a full description of the organization of our paper. In
Section 2, we discuss in detail the series expansion of the eigenfunctions of
the Laplacians 2:; as well as some L2-spectral properties of 2:; in the
Hilbert space L2:;(B
n). Section 3 deals with the precise action of the
generalized Poisson P:;* on the spherical harmonics of B
n and in Section 4
we state the main results we have obtained for the characterization of the
L2(Bn)-range of the Poisson transform P:;* for every * # R (see Theorems I
and II). The proof of these results will rely mainly on establishing a key
lemma on uniform estimates for the Jacobi functions associated to the
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operators 2:; . But such needed estimates are then derived directly from
our Theorem A stated in Section 5. In the last section, we prove Theorem A
using the techniques of CalderonZygmund for singular integrals in the
sphere Bn considered as a space of homogeneous type in the sense of Coifman
and Weiss [6]. Finally, we end this paper with an Appendix in which we
give the proof of the needed CalderonZygmund estimates on the Schwartz
kernels of the operators Q:;r (*).
2. EIGENSPACES OF THE INVARIANT LAPLACIANS 2:;
In this section, we show that the Laplacians are invariant with respect
to a projective representation of the group G=SU(n, 1) and we give
explicitly, for every complex number * # C, the Fourier series expansion of
the elements F in the eigenspaces E*, :;(Bn) of the Laplacians 2:; .
2.1. The Invariant Laplacians 2:;
Let Bn=[z # Cn; |z|<1] be the unit ball of Cn and let Bn=[| # Cn;
|||=1] be the unit sphere. Also, let G=SU(n, 1) be the group consisting
of all block matrices of the form g=( AC
B
D), where A, B, C, D are n_n,
n_1, 1_n, 1_1 matrices, respectively, with complex entries such that g is
unitary with respect to the indefinite metric nj=1 |zj |
2&|zn+1 |2 on Cn+1
and det g=1. Then the group G acts on the unit ball by fractional linear
mappings,
z  g } z=
Az+B
Cz+D
, (2.1)
where z is considered here as a column vector so that Cz+D is a complex
number.
Also, for :, ; in R let T :; be the projective representation of the group
G on C(Bn) given by
[T :;(g) F](z)=(det(g&1)$ (z))&:(n+1) (det(g&1)$ (z))&;(n+1) F(g&1 } z),
(2.2)
where (g&1)$ (z) is the complex Jacobian (with a mild ambiguity of its :,
; power depending only on g).
Now let us recall below the expression of the Laplacians 2:; ,
2:;=4(1&|z|2) { :
n
i, j=1
($ij&z iz j)
2
zi z j
+:E+;E &:;= , (2.3)
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where E is the complex Euler operator, i.e., E=nj=1 zj zj and E is its
complex conjugate.
Then, it will be shown in the sequel that these operators 2:; are
invariant with respect to the action T :; on C(Bn). That is, we have
T :;2:;=2:;T :;. (2.4)
In fact, in the following proposition we will state a formula which shows
how one can recover 2:; with the help of the action T :;.
Proposition 2.1. The Laplacian 2:; can be given by
[2:;F](z)=(det(g&1)$ (0)):(n+1) (det(g&1)$(0));(n+1)
_[2w(T :;(g) F )(w)&4:;(T :;(g) F )(w)]w=0 (2.5)
where g is in SU(n, 1) with g&1 } 0=z and 2w=4 nj=1 
2(wj wj ) is the
usual Euclidean Laplacian of Cn.
Corollary. The Laplacian is T :; invariant, i.e., the identity (2.4) holds.
Proof of the Proposition 2.1 (i) That is the right hand side of (2.5) is
independent of the choice of g in G with g&1 } 0=z, results from the
u(n)-invariance of the Euclidean Laplacian 2w and the fact that the sub-
group of G that maps 0 into itself is the unitary group U(n) of C n;
(ii) the identity (2.5) is obvious for z=0. To prove it for z{0, let gz
be the following holomorphic mapping in Bn,
w 
[(1&|z|2)12 In+|z|&2 (1&(1&|z|2)12) zz*] w&z
1&(z, w)
,
where In is the identity matrix of Cn, z*= t z is the conjugate transpose of
the column vector z. The above holomorphic mapping corresponds to the
matrix gn which is given explicitly by the following matrix:
gz=_
In+
zz*
1&|z|2+(1&|z| 2)12
&z*
(1&|z|2)12
&z
(1&|z|2)12
1
(1&|z|2)12& .
Clearly, we have g&1z } 0=z. But using the fact that det(g
&1)$ (w)|w=0=
(1&|z|2)&(n+1)2, we can use the explicit form of the transform gz as well
as a straightforward computation to get the desired result in (2.5). Also, the
proof of the above corollary results from the fact that the group SU(n, 1)
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is generated by the unitary group and the above mappings gz for z running
over the unit complex ball.
Remark 2.1. For :=;=0 the formula in (2.5) reduces to the definition
given by Rudin in [19] for the Bergman Laplacian 200 . Hence Proposi-
tion 2.1 might be used as a definition for the family of the operators 2:;
in Bn.
2.2. Description of the Eigenspaces of the Invariant Laplacians 2:;
For fixed real parameters :, ; and for every complex number * in C, let
E*, :;(Bn) be the space of all eigenfunctions of 2:; in Bn with eigenvalue
h(*) with h(*)=&(*2+(:+;+n)2). Since the operators 2:; are elliptic in
Bn, the elements of E*, :;(Bn) are C-functions on Bn, i.e., we have
E*, :;(Bn)=[F # C(Bn); 2:; F=&h(*) F].
Now, let h( p, q) denote the space of restrictions to Bn of harmonic poly-
nomials h pq(z, z ) which are homogeneous of degree p in z and degree q
in z . Then it is well known that H( p, q) is U(n)-irreducible and that we
have L2(Bn)=p0, q0 H( p, q) (see [9]). Then using the above decom-
position of L2(Bn), we will show that the Fourier series of any eigenfunction
F in E*, :;(Bn) is given by:
Proposition 2.2. Let :, ; in R and let * be a complex number. Then a
function F is in the eigenspace E*, :;(Bn) if and only if there exists a sequence
of complex numbers C pq*, :; such that F(z) can be expanded in C
(Bn) as
F(z)=(1&|z|2)(i*+n+:+;)2 :
p, q0
C pq*, :;
_F \i*+n+:&;2 + p,
i*+n+;&:
2
+q, p+q+n; |z|2+ h pq(z),
where F(a, b, c; x) is the usual Gauss hypergeometric function.
To prove Proposition 2.2, we will write the Laplacians 2:; into the polar
coordinates z=r| (r # [0, 1[, | # Bn). Namely, the following polar decom-
position for the Laplacians 2:; can be easily established.
Lemma 2.3. For the invariant Laplacians we have the following polar
coordinates decomposition:
(i) (2:; F )(r|) = (1&r2)[L:;(r, ddr) + (1r2) 2|+4(:&;) E|+
4E 2|] F(r|) with
L:; \r, ddr+=(1&r2)
d 2
dr2
+_2n&1r +(2(:+;)&1) r&
d
dr
&4:;
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and 2| is the Laplacian of the unit sphere Bn and where E| is the spherical
part of the complex Euler operator E=nj=1 zj zj on B
n defined by
E=
1
2 \r
d
dr++E| .
(ii) E| h=(( p&q)2) h for every h in H( p, q) on the unit sphere Bn.
Proof of the Proposition 2.2. Let F be a fixed element in E*, :;(Bn). Since
F is in C(Bn), we can expand the function F(r|) into its spherical series
expansion with respect to | to get
F(r|)= :
p, q0
b:;*, pq(r) h
pq(|)
in C([0, 1[_Bn), where the Fourier coefficients b:;*, pq(r) are C
-func-
tions in [0, 1[.
Thus, using Lemma 2.3 and the fact that 2:;F=&(*2+(:+;+n)2) F,
we see that b:;*, pq(r) must be proportional to the regular solution near r=0,
of the ordinary differential equation of Fuck’s type,
{r2(1&r2)2 d
2
dr2
+(1&r2)[2n&1+(2(:+;)&1) r2] r
d
dr
+(1&r2)[(( p&q)2+2( p&q)(:&;)&4:;) r2
&( p+q)( p+q+2n&2)]= b:;*, pq(r)
=&r2h(*) b:;*, pq( f ),
where h(*)=(*2+(:+;+n)2).
In fact, the above differential equation has r=0 and r=1 as regular
singular points, with characteristic values given respectively by
( p+q; &( p+q+2n&2)) and \i*+n+:+;2 ;
&i*+n+:+;
2 + .
Therefore, making the following change of functions:
b:;*, pq(r)=r
p+q(1&r2) (i*+n+:+;)2 g(t)
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with t=r2, and using a direct computation we find out that g(t) satisfies
the following hypergeometric differential equation:
t(1&t) g"(t)+[ p+q+n&(i*+n+ p+q+1) t] g$(t)
&\i*+n+:&;2 + p+\
i*+n+;&:
2
+q+ g(t)=0.
But the unique regular solution at the point t=0 of the above equation
is given, times a constant C :;*, pq , by the usual Gauss hypergeometric
function:
F \i*+n+:&;2 + p,
i*+n+;&:
2
+q, p+q+n; t+ .
Hence, the Fourier coefficients of the eigenfunction F(z) are given by
b:;*, pq(r)=C
:;
*, pqr
p+q(1&r2) (i*+n+:+;)2
_F \i*+n+:&;2 + p,
i*+n+;&:
2
+q, p+q+n; r2+ .
This finishes the proof of Proposition 2.2.
2.3. L2-Spectral Properties of the Invariant Laplacians
Let L2:;(B
n) be the weighted Hilbert space L2(Bn, d+:;) with
d+:;(z)=(1&|z| 2)&(:+;+n)&1 dm(z)
where dm(z) is the Lebesgue measure of Cn. Then the main L2-properties
of 2:; that are essential for our purpose in this paper are given by the
following two propositions:
Proposition 2.4. (i) The invariant Laplacians are self adjoint operators
in the Hilbert space L2:;(B
n)=L2(Bn, d+:;),
(ii) For every # # R, the operators 2 :; and 2 :&#, ;&# are unitarily
equivalent, where 2 :;=2:;+(:+;+n)2.
Proof. (i) By a direct computation, we see that in L2:;(B
n) we have
(2:; u, v)=(u, 2:; v)
for every u and v in C 0 (B
n). (Here C 0 (B
n) is the space of C -compactly
supported function in Bn. But since C 0 (B
n) is dense in L2:;(B
n) and 2:; is
an invariant differential operator, the self-adjointness of the Laplacians 2:;
can be established using classical arguments.)
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To prove (ii), we consider the following operator of multiplication M
from the Hilbert space L2:;(B
n) onto the Hilbert space L2:&#, ;&#(B
n):
M: L2:;(B
n)  L2:&#, ;&#(B
n)
F(z)  (1&|z|2)&# F(z).
Thus, M is a unitary operator. Therefore, by a straightforward computation,
we get
2:;F(z)=(1&|z| 2)# [2:&#, ;&#&4#(:+;+n&#)](1&|z|2)&# F(z).
Hence, it becomes clear that M is an intertwining operator, i.e., M2 :;=
2 :&#, ;&#M. Thus the proof of the above proposition is completed
The next proposition shows that besides the continuous spectrum, the
invariant Laplacians 2:; might have, up to the size of |:&;|, a non-empty
finite spectrum set in the Hilbert L2:;(B
n).
Proposition 2.5. The point spectrum set of the Laplacians 2:; in L2:;(B
n)
is not empty if and only if |:&;|>n. More precisely the point spectrum
consists exactly of the finite set of the \k ’s
[\k , \k=&(*2k+(:+;+n)
2)],
where *k=i(2k+n&|:&;| ) with k # Z+ such that 0k<(|:&;|&n)2.
Sketch of the Proof. Since 2:; is self adjoint in L2:;(B
n), its spectrum is
real. Hence, parametrizing its real spectrum by +=&(*2+(:+:+n)2)
and using the asymptotic behavior near |z|=1 of the involved hyper-
geometric functions
F \i*+n+:&;2 + p,
i*+n+;&:
2
+q, p+q+n; |z| 2+
in the series expansion for an element F in E*, :;(Bn) given by Proposi-
tion 2.2, it is not difficult to see that for F to be a non-zero bounded
state of 2:; in L2:;(B
n) it is necessary and sufficient that |:&;|>n.
Furthermore, the corresponding eigenvalues are indeed given by \k=
&(*2k+(:+;+n)
2) with *k=i(2k+n&|:&;| ) and k # Z+.
Remark 2.2. Before ending this section, we have to mention that in [22],
Zhang established a weighted Plancherel formula for 20, # with #>&n and
# not an integer number. Hence, using Proposition 2.4 we can use the result
of Zhang to get a weighted Plancherel formula for 2:; when :&;>n and
:&; not an integer (see also [18] for the case n=1). However one can
use the same method as in [14] to get a weighted Plancherel formula for
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the Laplacians 2:; in which the discrete part of the spectrum occurs when
|:&;|>n without any restriction on the real parameters :, ;.
3. THE GENERALIZED POISSON TRANSFORM P:;* ON L
2
:;(B
N)
ASSOCIATED TO 2:;
In this section, we define the Poisson transform P:;* on L
2
:;(B
n) asso-
ciated to the T :;-invariant Laplacian 2:; and we discuss some properties
of its range. Fir this, we let :, ; be fixed in R and for * # C, we consider
the real analytic function P:;(*; z, |) on Bn_Bn given by
P:;(*; z, |)=\ 1&|z|
2
|1&z } ||+
(i*+n+:+;)2
(1&z } | ); (1&z } | ):. (3.1)
Definition. For a function f in L2(Bn), we define its Poisson trans-
form [P:;* f ](z) in B
n by
[P:;* f ](z)=|
Bn
P:;(*; z, |) f (|) d_(|); z # Bn (3.2)
and we call P:;(*; z, |) the generalized Poisson kernel of the unit complex
ball.
Next, we will use the decomposition of L2(Bn) in its U(n)-irreducible
components L2(Bn)=p, q0 H( p, q) (see Section 2) to determine the
explicit form of the transform [P:;* f ](z) for every f in L
2(Bn). Namely, we
have:
Proposition 3.1. Let ( p, q) # N2 and h pq(|) in H( p, q). Then the action
of P:;* on h
pq(|) is given by the following explicit formula:
[P:;* h
pq](r|)
=
(n&1)!
( p+q+n&1)! \
i*+n+:&;
2 +p
_\i*+n+;&:2 +q r p+q(1&r2) (i*+n+:+;)2
_F \i*+n+:&;2 + p,
i*+n+;&:
2
+q, p+q+n; r2+ h pq(|).
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Therefore, for f (|)=p, q0 apqh pq(|) in L2(Bn), we have
[P:;* f ](z)= :
p, q0
apq(P:;* h
pq)(z) in C(Bn) (3.3)
where (a)k=a(a+1) } } } (a+k&1) denotes the Pochammer symbol.
For the proof of the above proposition, we will use the following
standard calculus lemma in the ball Bn. (See [13, 19].)
Lemma. Let k, j # N and h pq in H( p, q). Then we have
|
Bn
(z, |) k (z, |) j h pq(|) d_(|)=
k ! j ! (n&1)!
( j&q)! (n+ j+ p&1)!
h pq(z, z )
if k+q= j+ p, q j and pk and 0 otherwise.
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Let h pq in H( p, q). Then we can rewrite
[P:;* h
pq](z) as:
[P:;* h
pq](z)=(1&|z|2) (i*+n+:+;)2 |
B n
(1&(z, |) ) (&i*&n+;&:)2
_(1&(z, |) )(&i*&n+:&;)2 h pq(|) d_(|).
Now since |(z, |) |<1, we can expand the factors (1&(z, |) )+ in the
integrand in their binomial series and after interchanging the summation
we obtain a double series in ( j, k) such that its general term at ( j, k) is
given by
(1&|z|2) (i*+n+:+;)2 \i*+n+:&;2 + j \
i*+n+;&:
2 +k
1
j ! k !
_|
B n
(z, |) k (z, |) j h pq(|) d_(|). (3.4)
Thus using the above lemma as well as a change of indices, we end up with
a simple series representing a hypergeometric function. Namely, the obtained
formula for [P:;* h
pq](z) is given by the following:
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[P:;* h
pq](z)
=
n&1)!
( p+q+n&1)! \
i*+n+:&;
2 +p
_\i*+n+;&:2 +q (1&|z|2) (i*+n+:+;)2
_F \i*+n+:&;2 + p,
i*+n+;&:
2
+q, p+q+n; |z|2+ h pq(z, z ).
Henceforth, we get the expansion (3.3) for every f in L2(Bn)=
p, q0 H( p, q).
Corollary 3.2. Let :, ; in R and * # C. Then for every function f
in L2(Bn), the Poisson transform P:;* f is an element of the eigenspace
E*, :;(Bn) of the invariant Laplacians 2:; .
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Proposition 2.2 and Proposition 3.1.
Now, with the help of Proposition 3.1, we can discuss the injectiveness
of the Poisson transform P:;* on L
2(Bn) for * running the whole complex
plane C. For this let D:; be the set
D:;=[i(2k+n+:&;); k # Z+] _ [i(2k+n+;&:); k # Z+].
Then the following result holds.
Corollary 3.3. Let :, ; be fixed real numbers. Then the Poisson trans-
form P:;* is injective on L
2(Bn) if and only if *  D:; .
Proof. Let * in D:; , say *=i(2k0+n+:&;) for some k0 # Z+
(respectively *=i(2k0+n+;&:)). Then it is clear from Proposition 2.1
that P:;* h
pq=0 for every p>k0 (respectively P:;* h
pq=0 for every q>k0).
Conversely if *  D:; , then all the coefficients ((i*+n+:&;)2)p
((i*+n+;&:)2)q are not vanishing for p, q # N. Hence, using Proposition
3.1 and the fact that all the involved hypergeometric function F(a, b, c; |z|2) in
the series expansion of P:;* f are not identically equal to zero, it becomes clear
that P:;* f =0 if and only if f =0. That is, P
:;
* is injective for every *  D:; .
Next, we will discuss the exceptional values of the *’s lying in D:; . Recall
from Corollary 3.3 that the Poisson transform P:;* : L
2(Bn)  L2(Bn) is
not injective if * is in D:; . Let us denote its kernel by K*, :; and its image
by H*, :; . Then H*, :; can be given a norm such that H*, :; and (K*, :;)= are
isometric. Notice also that the spaces H*, :; are T :;-invariant and closed
subspace of the eigenspaces E*, :;(Bn). Then below, we give a total descrip-
tion of the closed subspaces (K*, :;)= for * # D:; . For this, we introduce the
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following subspaces A&1 , &2 of L
2(Bn), where the parameters &1 , &2 are lying
in the interval [0, +[:
A&1 , &2= 
p&1 , q&2
H( p, q)
and we will distinguish two cases.
Case 1. Both :&; and ;&: do not belong to 2Z++[n]. In this case,
we have the following description of the space (K*, :;)=:
:&; * (K*, :;)=
R"Z *=i(2k+n+:&;) Ak, 
R"Z *=i(2k+n+;&:) A, k
Z+ *=i(2k+n+:&;) Ak, k+:&;
Z+ *=i(2k+n+;&:) and k>:&; Ak+;&:, k
Z+ *=i(2k+n+;&:) and k<:&; A, k
Notice that we did not give in the above the case of :&; belonging to
Z& since this case can be obtained from above by replacing :&; by ;&:
and interchanging the role of p and q.
Case 2. ( |:&;|&n)2 # Z+, i.e., the point *=0 belongs to D:; . Then,
using again Proposition 3.1, we have the following:
:&; (K*, :;)=
Z+ A, (:&;&n)2
Z& A(;&:&n)2,  .
Remark 3.1. The above spaces (K*, :;)= can be shown to be topologi-
cally isomorphic to the following space Hardy-type (see [5]);
H 2:;(B
n)={
F: Bn  C; 2:; F=&(:+;+n)2 F and
sup
0r<1 _(1&r2)&(:+;+n) |B n |F(r|)|2 d_(|)&<+= .
Remark 3.2. In the particular case of :=0 and ;=&n, we have estab-
lished in [4] that the space h2:;(B
n) coincides with the classical Hardy space:
H2(Bn)={F : Bn  C; holomorphic
and sup
0r<1 _|B n |F(r|)|2 d_(|)&<+= .
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4. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE RANGE OF L2(BN) BY THE
POISSON TRANSFORM P:;* FOR * REAL
In this section, we will characterize the eigenfunctions of the Laplacians
2:; that are Poisson transform of functions in L2(Bn). For this we consider
the norms
&F&2
*
=sup
t>0
1
t |d(0, z)<t |F(z)|
2 d+:;(z)
and
&F&2
**
=sup
t>0
1
t3 |d(0, z)<t |F(z)|
2 d+:;(z),
where d(0, z= 12 log(1+|z|1&|z| ) is the Bergman distance from the origin
0 to z in Bn and d+:;(z)=(1&|z|2)&(:+;+n)&1 dm(z). Also, for * # R*
(respectively *=0) we let E**, :;(Bn) E:;**(Bn) denote the eigenspaces of 2:;
given respectively by
E**, :;(Bn)=[F # C(Bn); 2:; F=&(*2+(:+;+n)2) and &F&*<+]
E:;**(Bn)=[F # C(Bn); 2:;F=&(:+;+n)2 and &F&**<+]
and we recall that the generalized Poisson transform P:;* is given by
[P:;* f ](z)=|
Bn
P:;(*; z, |) f (|) d_(|),
where
P:;(*; z, |)=\ 1&|z|
2
|1&z } ||+
(i*+n+:+;)2
(1&(z, |) ); (1&(z, |) ):.
Using the above notation, the main result of this paper can be stated as
follows:
Theorem I. Let be * a non-zero real number (i.e., * # R*). Then a
C-valued function F(z) on Bn satisfying 2:; F=&(*2+(:+;+n)2) is in the
range of the Poisson transform P:;* for some f in L
2(Bn) if and only if
&F&
*
<+. More precisely, the following estimates hold,
#1 |C:;(*)| & f &L 2(B n) &P:;* f &*
#2 \1+|:&;|+|*|+ 1|*|+ & f &L 2 (B n) ,
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where #1 and #2 are some positive constants depending only on the dimension
n and where C:;(*) is the analogue of the HarishChandra c-function,
C:;(*)=2(n+:+;+i*)1(n) 1(i*)<1 \i*+n+:&;2 + 1 \
i*+n+;&:
2 + .
Theorem II. Let :, ; in R such that \(:&;)  2Z++[n]. Then the
Poisson transform P:;* is a topological isomorphism from L
2(Bn) onto the
Banach eigenspace
E:;**(Bn)=[F # C(Bn); 2:; F=&(:+;+n)2 and &F&**<+].
Remark 4.1. (i) Theorem I extends the result of the authors for the
Bergman Laplacian 200 to the family of the Laplacians 2:; (see [3]).
(ii) Theorem II extends the result of the first author on the charac-
terization of the range of the square root of the Poisson kernel [2].
Remark 4.2. For the exceptional values of :, ;: \(:&;) # 2Z++[n],
the range of L2(Bn) by the Poisson transform P:;0 was characterized as
2:; -harmonic functions on Bn with finite Hardy norm in Bn (see [4] for
20, &n and [5] for the Laplacians 2:, &:&n with : # Z+ _ (Z++[&n])).
Method of Proof of Theorem I and Theorem II
In view of Proposition 2.2 and Proposition 3.1, it becomes natural to
take spherical harmonic expansion of the function f in L2(Bn) with respect
to the H( p, q)’s.
Hence, for proving the estimates of Theorem I, we are led to establish
for * # R*
lim
t  +
1
t |
t
0
|8:;*, pq(r)|
2 (cosh)2(:+;+1) (sinh)2n&1 dr
=# |C:;(*)|2 (4.1)
sup
t>0
1
t |
t
0
|8:;*, pq(r)|
2 (cosh)2(:+;)+1 (sinh)2n&1 dr
# \1+|:&;|+|*|+ 1|*|+ (4.2)
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for every ( p, q) # N2, where 8:;*, pq(r) :=8
:;
*, pq( |z| ) is the generalized
spherical function given by ( |z|=tanh r),
8:;*, pq(r)=
(n&1)!
( p+q+n&1)! \
i*+n+:&;
2 +p
_\i*+n+;&:2 +q (cosh r) p&q&2;
_(sinh r p+q,( p+q+n&1, p&q+:&;)(r))
in which ,(a, b)(r) is the Jacobi function
,(a, b)(r)=F \a+b+i*+12 ,
a+b&i*+1
2
, a+1; &sinh2 r+ .
Remark 4.3. While it is easy to establish (4.1), the estimate (4.2) is far
from obvious. Indeed, (4.2) is closely related to Strichartz conjecture on
Jacobi functions (see Conjecture 5.4 in [21]), which reads in our case in
terms of 8:;*, pq(r) as
sup
t>0
1
t |
t
0
|8:;*, pq(r)|
2 (cosh)2(:+;)+1 (sinh)2n&1 dr#2 |C :;(*)|2 (4.3)
for some constant #2=#2(n)>0. But since up to now there is no available
proof of the Strichartz conjecture (4.3), we will establish here the following
Key Lemma of this paper from which it will become easy to obtain the
estimate (4.2).
Key Lemma. Uniform Pointwise Estimates on the Generalized
Spherical Functions. Let 8:;*, pq( |z| ) be the generalized spherical func-
tions associated to 2:; . Then there exists a constant #=#(n)>0 such that
the following estimates hold,
(i) sup
p0, q0
|8:;*, pq( |z| )|
# \1+|:&;|+|*|+ 1|*|+ (1&|z|2) (:+;+n)2
for every :, ; # R, * # R* and z # Bn.
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(ii) Let :, ; # R with \(:&;)  2Z++[n]. Then
sup
p0, q0
|8:;0, pq( |z| )|#(1+|:&;| )(1+d(0, z))(1&|z|
2) (:+;+n)2
for every z # Bn.
Remark 4.4. Using the above Key Lemma it becomes clear that the
estimate (4.2) holds. But the constant (1+|:&;|+|*|+1|*| ) in the Key
Lemma is far from being sharp compared to the constant |C :;(*)| in the
Strichartz conjecture (4.3).
Proof of Theorem I. (i) Let f in L2(Bn). Then using Proposition 3.1
and the above Key Lemma, it becomes clear that the range P:;* (L
2(Bn))
is contained in E**, :;(Bn) and we have the estimate
&P:;* f &*#2 \1+|:&;|+|*|+ 1|*|+ & f &L 2(Bn) .
(ii) Conversely, let F # E**, :;(Bn). Then, since *{0, we can use
Proposition 2.1 to rewrite the eigenfunction F(z) as
F(r|)= :
p, q0
a:;*, pq 8
:;
*, pq(r) h
pq(|)
in C([0, 1[_Bn), with
:
p, q0
|a:;*, pq |
2 |8:;*, pq(r)|
2=|
Bn
|F(r|)|2 d_(|)<+
for every r # [0, 1[. Here the spherical harmonic functions h pq(|) are
considered an orthonormal basis of H( p, q).
Now, let f (|)=p, q0 a:;*, pqh
pq(|). Then P:;* f =F formally. Hence to
finish the proof of Theorem I, we have only to show that f # L2(Bn). For
this, we use the fact that &F&
*
<+ and the following known result on
the asymptotic behaviors of the generalized functions 8:;*, pq(r) (see [21]) to
get |C:;(*)| & f &L2 (B n)&F&*.
Lemma 4.1. There exists a constant #=#(n)>0 such that we have:
(i) lim
t  +
1
t |
t
0
|8:;*, pq(r)|
2 (cosh)2(:+;)+1 (sinh)2n&1 dr=# |C:;(*)| 2
for every * # R* and for every ( p, q) # (Z+)2.
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(ii) lim
t  +
&
1
t3 |
1
0
|8:;(0, pq(r)|
2 (cosh)2(:+;)+1 (sinh)2n&1 dr
=# }1(n)1 \n+:&;2 + 1 \
n+;&:
2 +}
2
for every ( p, q) # (Z+)2.
Proof of Theorem II. (i) Let F # E**:;(Bn). Then, since \(:&;) 
2Z++[n], we can combine Proposition 2.2 and (ii) of the Lemma 4.1 to
build, as in (ii) of the proof of Theorem I, a unique function f # L2(Bn)
such that: P:;0 f =F with
}1(n)<1 \n+:&;2 + 1 \
n+;&:
2 +} & f &L2 (B n)& f &**<+.
(ii) To show that P:;0 (L
2(Bn)) is continuously in E:;**(Bn), we have
to appeal once again to (ii) in our Key Lemma to get
&P:;0 f &**#(1+|:&;| ) & f &L2 (B n)
for every f # L2(Bn). Hence the Poisson transform P:;0 is a topological
isomorphism from L2(Bn) onto E:;**(Bn).
5. PROOF OF THE KEY LEMMA
Our method of establishing the Key Lemma which gives the uniform
estimates on the generalized spherical functions 8:;*, pq(r) will be based on
establishing the uniform L2(Bn)-boundedness of the following family of
superficial Poisson integrals Q:;r (*), for every r # [0, 1[:
[Q:;r (*) f ](%)=|
bn
|1&r(%, |) |&i*&n \1&r(%, |)1&r(%, |)+
(:&;)2
f (|) d_(|).
(5.1)
The above family Q:;r (*) is naturally related to the Poisson integrals, P
:;
*
by
[P:;* f ](r%)=(1&r
2) (i*+n+:+;)2 [Q:;f (*) f ](%). (5.2)
Thus, using Proposition 3.1, it is easy to see that we have
8:;*, pq(r) h
pq(%)=(1&r2)(i*+n+:+;)2 [Q:;r (*) h
pq](%). (5.3)
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Hence the Key Lemma in Section 4 can be reworded as follows:
Theorem A. Let Q:;r (*) be the operators given by (5.1). Then there
exists a constant #=#(n)>0 such that the following estimates hold:
(i) sup
0r<1
&Q:;r (*)&# \1+|:&;|+|*|+ 1|*|+
for every :, ; in R and * # R*.
(ii) &Q:;r (0)&(1+|:&;| ) \1+log \1+r1&r++
for every :, ; in R such that \(:&;)  2Z++[n] and for every r # [0, 1[;
where & & stands for the L2-operatorial norm.
Remark 5.1. We should notice that for every fixed r # [0, 1[, the operator
Q:;r (*) is a HilbertSchmidt operator on L
2(Bn), but its HilbertSchmidt
norm &Q:;r (*)&H&S goes to + when it tends to 1
&. Thus, it becomes less
obvious that the family of operators Q:;r (*) is L
2(Bn)-uniformly bounded
in r # [0, 1[ when * # R*.
For the Proof of Theorem A, we will adapt on Bn-in a uniform manner
for r # [0, 1[-the method of proving the T(1)-Theorem of David, Journe ,
and Semens (see [7]) and for this we follow the lines of the program
accomplished by Y. Meyer [16] in his new proof of the T(1)-Theorem in
L2(Rn) which is based on the use of the CotlarStein Lemma.
To do this, we employ the unit sphere Bn=S 2n&1 with the non-isotropic
metric \(%, |)=|1&(%, |) |12 so that (Bn, \) becomes a space of
homogeneous type in the sense of CoifmanWeiss [6] and we let
Q:;r (*; %, |)=|1&r(%, |) |
&i*&n \1&r(%, |)1&r(%, |)+
(:&;)2
, r # [0, 1[
(5.4)
be the Schwartz kernels associated to the operators Q:;r (*).
Hence, to make the Y. Meyer program [16] work for our operator
Q:;r (*) in the setting of homogeneous type space (B
n, \), we will decom-
pose such a program into three steps:
Step 1. Uniform Estimates on the Schwartz Kernels Q:;r (*; %, |). Let
n2 and let * # R*. Then the following uniform estimates in r # [0, 1[ of
CalderonZygmund type hold for the Schwartz kernels Q:;r (*; %, |):
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Lemma 5.1. Let Q:;r (*; %, |) be as in (5.4). Then there exists a constant
#=#(n)>0 such that we have the following CalderonZygmund estimates:
(i) sup
0r<1
|Q:;r (*; %, |)|#[\(%, |)]
&2n
for every %, | # Bn.
(ii) sup
0r<1
|Q:;r (*; %, |)&Q
:;
r (*; %$, |)|
#(1+|:&;|+ |*| ) \(%, %$)[\(%, |)]&2n&1
for every %, |, %$ # Bn such that \(%, |)2\(%, %$).
(iii) sup
0r<1 } |\(%, |)<d Q:;r (*; %, |) d_(|)}# \1+
1
|*|+
for every d0. Here \(%, |)=|1&(%, |) |12 is the non-isotropic metric
on Bn.
Remark 5.2. (1) The estimate (iii) in Lemma 5.1 is the so called mean
property of the kernel Q:;r (*; %, |).
(2) For this case, the estimates (i) and (ii) hold for the kernel
Q:;r (0; %, |), but for the bounded mean property in (iii), it has to be
replaced by
sup
0r<1 } |\(%, |)<d Q:;r (0; %, |) d_(|)}# \1+log \
1+r
1&r++
for every r # [0, 1[ and d0.
Step 2. Uniform action of the family of operators Q:;r (*), r # [0, 1[ on
$-molecules on the space of homogeneous type (Bn, \).
Definition. Let $: 0<$1. Then a C-valued function m on Bn is said
to be $-molecule centered at %0 with width d>0 if m satisfies the following
conditions:
(i) |m(%)|d $[d+\(%, %0)]&$&2n for every % # Bn;
(ii) |m(%)&m(%$)|(\(%, %$)d )$ [d $(d+\(%, %0))&$&2n
+d $(d+\(%$, %0))&$&2n];
(iii) B n m(%) d_(%)=0.
The convex set of $-molecules centered at %0 and of width d will be
denoted by M($, %0 , d ); see [12] for the setting of Rn.
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Using the above definition, we have the following result on the action of
the operators Q:;r (*) in M($, %0 , d ) for * # R*.
Proposition 5.2. There exists a constant #>0 such that for every
m # M($, %0 , d ) and for every $$ satisfying 0<$$<$1, the function m$(%)
=#(1+|:&;|+|*|+1|*| )(Q:;r (*) m)(%) is a $$-molecule centered at %0
with width d>0 uniformly in r # [0, 1[.
That is, the operator Q:;r (*) transform uniformly in r # [0, 1[, $-molecules
into $$-molecules with width $$: 0<$$<$1.
Remark 5.3. An analogue of the above proposition holds for *=0
whenever \(:&;)  2Z++[n] and the proof of the Proposition 5.2 relies
essentially on the estimates given in Lemma 5.1.
Step 3. $-molecular resolution of the identity of L(2Bn).
Our $-molecular resolution will be built with the help of the Poisson
kernel of the unit complex ball Bn:
P(z, |)=\ 1&|z|
2
|1&(z, |) |+
n
; z # Bn and | # Bn.
Namely, for %, | in Bn we set for j=0, 1, ...,
2j (%, |)=P(dj+1%, |)&P(d j%, |)
with
dj=
2(1&2& j)
2&2 j+2(1&2& j)
.
Then the following statement holds:
Proposition 5.3. Let $ # [0, 1[ and 2j (%, |) be as above. Then up to a
multiplicative constant, we have the following:
(i) The functions %  2j (%, %0) are $-molecules centered at %0 with
width d=2& j for j=0, 1, ....
(ii) For every f in H we have f =j0 2j f, where 2j denote the
integral operators on Bn:
2j f (%)=|
B n
2j (%, |) f (|) d_(|)
and H=[ f # L2(Bn); B n f (|) d_(|)=0].
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Now with the help of Proposition 5.3 we can write the operator Q:;r (*)
into its molecular decomposition:
Q:;r (*)= :
j0
Q:;r (*) 2j
and using Proposition 5.2, as well as the bounded mean property given in
Lemma 5.1, we can apply uniformly in r # [0, 1[ the CotlarStein Lemma
to obtain the uniform L2(Bn)-boundedness of the family of operators Q:;r (*).
APPENDIX
Below we will give the proof of the CalderonZygmund estimates on the
kernel:
Q:;r (*; %, |)=|1&r(%, |) |
&i*&n \1&r(%, |)1&r(%, |)+
(:&;)2
that are stated in Lemma 5.1.
The estimate (i) in Lemma 5.1 holds since |1&r(%, |)14[\(%, |)]2
for every %, | # Bn.
To prove (ii), we first use the mean calculus lemma to obtain the follow-
ing estimate:
|Q:;r (*; %, |)&Q
:;
r (*; %$, |)|

1
2
[[(n+:&;)2+*2]12+[(:&;&n)2+*2]12]
|(%&%$, |) |
|1&r(%, |) |n+1
.
Then using the following property of the non-isotropic metric \(%, |):
|(%&%$, |) |\(%, %$)[\(%, %$)+\(%, |)]
for every %, %$, | # Bn, we get the estimate (ii).
Proof of the Bounded Mean Property of the Kernel Q:;r (*; %, |). For
example, the estimate (ii) in the Lemma 5.1.
For r # [0, 1[ and d>0 we set:
I :;n (*; r, d)=|
\(%, |)<d
|1&r(%, |) | &i*&n \1&r(%, |)1&r(%, |)+
(:&;)2
d_(|)
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Then using the u(n)-invariance properties of Q:;r (*; %, |), \(%, |) and d_(|),
we can rewrite I :;n (*; r, d ) as
I :;n (*; r, d )=|
|1&|1|<d
2
|1&r|1 |&i*&n \1&r|11&r|1+
(:&;)2
(6.1)
where |1 is the first component of |=(|1 , |2 , ..., |n) # Bn.
Notice that (6.1) is uniformly bounded in (r, d ) # [0, 12[_R*
+ . To show
its uniform boundedness for r # [ 12 , 1[, we will use the following standard
lemma of calculus (see [19]).
Standard Lemma. Let n2 and let f (|1 , |2 , ..., |n) be a function
on the unit sphere Bn=[| # Cn, |||=1] such that f depends only on one
variable, say f (|1 , |2 , ..., |n)= g(|1). Then we have:
|
B n
f (|) d_(|)=(n&1) |
|z| <1
g(z)(1&|z|2)n&2 dm(z)
where dm(z) is the Lebesgue measure of the complex plane C.
Then using the above lemma, the integral in (6.1) can be rewritten as:
I :;n (*; r, d )=|
[z # C; |z| <1 and |1&z|<d2]
|1&rz|&i*&n
_\1&rz1&rz+
(:&;)2
(1&|z| 2)n&2 dm(z).
Now using polar coordinates (s, .) # ]0, +[_]&?, ?[ and making
the change of variable z=1r(1&sei.), the above integral can be written in
the form
I :;n (*; r, d )=2
&1r2(1&n) |
1r, d
s&i*&n+1 (r2&|1&sei,| )n&2 e&i(:&;) , d, ds
where 1r, d is the intersection of the disk centered at 1 with r as radius and
the disk centered at (1&r) with rd as radius. Clearly, 1r, d is symmetric
with respect to the real axis and the integrand is even with respect to the
argument , with :&; replaced by ;&:. Thus we can assume that
0<,<?2 with sin ,r. Next we perform n&1 integration by part with
respect to s to rewrite I :;n (*; r, d ) as a finite sum of the following form:
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I :;n (*; r, d )=
(n&1)
2
r2(1&n) :
n&1
j=1
cj, * |
,0
0
[s(%)]&i*&n+1+ j
_\ dds+
j&1
[r2&|1&sei%|2]n&2 ei(:&;) % d%
+cn&1, *1r, d s
&i* \ dds+
n&1
[r2&|1&se i%|2]n&2 ei(:&;) % d% ds
where ,0 is given by
sin ,0=
rd 2 - 4&d 2
2 - (1&r2)+rd 2
and s(%) is the solution of the equation |(1&r)&sei%|=rd 2 such that s(%) ei%
is lying in the interior of the circle centered at 1 with r as radius, i.e., s(%)=
- r2d 4&(1&r)2 sin2 % (1&r) cos %. Next, observing that (r2&|1&sei% |2)
2r cos % } s(%), it becomes easy to show that each term of the above sum
is uniformly bounded in (r, d ) # [ 12 , 1[_[0, - 2] and the proof of the
appendix is finished.
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